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1. Introduction

The domain name landscape is rapidly changing.
Consumers and registrants will soon be faced with an
array of new domain extensions as part of the generic Top
Level Domain expansion. At Nominet we are committed to
exploring ways to support those businesses and individuals
who are part of the .uk namespace and to ensuring that
.uk remains relevant and can compete in this changing
environment. It is our view that potentially allowing
registration at the second level is an important component
of how we innovate in this space moving forward.

We recognise that enabling second level domain
registration would be a significant change to the .uk
domain space. We are committed to working with all our
stakeholders in order to deliver any proposed changes in
the right way. We are grateful to you for your feedback on
the proposed changes.

In October 2012 we launched a three month consultation
seeking stakeholder feedback on a set of proposals that
would underpin the potential release of second level
domains. A summary of the feedback was published in
February 2013 and can be accessed on our website.
The consultation process was the largest ever carried
out by Nominet with a substantial number of responses
which helped us understand what was important to our
stakeholders. It was clear from this feedback that there
was support for registrations at the second level but that
the original proposal could not proceed. We have made
significant changes in order to try and address the concerns
raised and strike a better balance between the needs of
different stakeholders. The revised proposal forms the basis
for this consultation.
We are committed to the existing .uk registrants and believe
that offering the opportunity to register a shorter domain
name would help the .uk namespace remain competitive.
This would attract registrants to a domain we are making
trusted, safe and relevant. Therefore we intend to allow
second level domain registration subject to stakeholder
feedback to this consultation. This, together with the
development of a new Security Road Map for the entire .uk
namespace will help Nominet meet its objectives to:
• Maintain the relevance of the .uk name space in a rapidly
developing market;
• Provide additional choice for registrants in the .uk space
and meet market demand;
• Fulfil Nominet’s public purpose by increasing security
and trust in the .uk name space; and
• Progress Nominet’s commercial development.
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2. About you

We would like to know a bit more about you to assist us
in evaluating your feedback. We would like to use this
information to keep you informed of this consultation and
relevant .uk policy, and to invite you to .uk policy events
that may be of interest to you. You can opt out if you do not
want us to do this. We will not use the information you have
provided for any other purposes and we will never give your
information to third parties.

The feedback we receive will inform our decision making on
the way forward. If you agree, we will publish your response
once this decision has been made. You can choose
whether you would like us to do so. We may include your
feedback in our summary, but this will not be personally
identifiable.
The data in this consultation is being collected and
processed on Nominet’s behalf by Nomensa. Your data
will be processed solely at Nominet’s direction and no
copies will be retained by Nomensa once the consultation
is complete. Both Nominet and Nomensa are registered as
data controllers with the Information Commissioner’s Office.

Please answer all questions marked with an asterisk (*).

Paul Keating

* Name: ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Attorney & Domain Name Investor

Position: . . .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Law.es

Organisation: .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Paul@law.es

* Email: .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

+447531400177

Telephone: .. ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

C/o 4 Eaton Place #4

Address Line 1: . . .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Address Line 2: .. .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Address Line 3: .. .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

London

Town: .. .........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

England

County: .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

SW1X 8AD

Postcode: . . .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
* I would like you to keep me informed of this consultation

✔

Yes

No

* I would like you to keep me informed of future .uk policy and .uk policy events

✔
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* Please tell us about your organisation type.
Academia ✔ Company with less than 250 employees
Individual

Public Body

Company with more than 250 employees

Representative Body (eg Trade Association)

✔ Other, please give details below

Law firm representing domain investors, registrars and domain investment funds. I am also a domain
investor myself and directly or indirectly hold a substantial number of .co.uk domain names.

* Please tell us about your sector

✔ Civil Society

Consumer Interests ✔ Financial Services

✔ Intellectual Property

Law Enforcement ✔ Legal

Government

Registrar

ICT

Other, please give details below

* Please tell us if you already hold a domain name in one of the existing second levels in .uk (e.g. .co.uk)

✔

Yes

No

* Are you a Nominet registrar?

✔ No

Yes: Please provide details of your tag(s)

I am not a Nominet Registrar but am legal counsel for and representing, along with others in connection
with this consultation, Nokta ønternet Teknolojileri San. ve Tic. A.ù.s. and EuroDNS, SA. Registrants
represented include Anyweb Ltd, Giraffe and Yola PT.

* The feedback we receive will inform our decision on the changes to be made to registrations at the second level.
We will publish all formal stakeholder responses once this decision has been made along with a summary. Please
tell us if you are happy for us to publish your response by selection from the options below:

✔ Yes I am happy for Nominet to publish my response with my name and organisation only
No I do not want Nominet to publish my response.
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3. How to complete this 		
consultation
The consultation package is comprised of two documents,
the Consultation on second level domain registration in
.uk and Background and further detail. You may also find
the Summary of feedback to the first round of consultation
useful in preparing your comments on the proposals. A link
to the Q&As is also provided.
The Second Level Domain Registration consultation is
made up of five sections as listed below. We are seeking
your comments on the content of any of these, or you may
simply prefer to provide some general comments. You can
do so at the bottom of this page.

We would welcome your views on the revised proposal
before 23 September 2013.
In providing your feedback we would be grateful if you
would consider whether the revised proposal to allow
second level domain registration would meet our objectives
to ensure .uk remains trusted, relevant and competitive.
We would also be interested in your views on whether there
would be an improved, fairer, or more cost effective way of
achieving these objectives.

Individual sections:
• The proposal for second level domain registration.
• Registration process for registering second level
domains.
• Release process for the launch of second level domain
registration.
• Reserved and protected names.
• General views.

If you wish to submit any general comments rather than comment on each individual section please feel free to provide them in
the space below.

See comments below.
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4. The proposal for second
level domain registration
This proposal seeks to strike a better balance between
the differing needs of our stakeholders and respond to the
concerns and feedback raised to the initial consultation. We
have ‘decoupled’ the security features from the proposal to
address concerns regarding the potential creation of a ‘two
tier’ domain space and compulsion to register in the second
level. We have set out a more efficient registration process
to enhance trust in the data and put forward an equitable,
cost effective release mechanism.
4.a Do you agree with the proposal to enable second level domain registration in the way we have outlined?
Yes

✔

No

4.b Please tell us your reasons why.

There are a number of reasons why I, and my clients, are opposed to the current proposal. These reasons
include those provided orally during the one (1) Nominet consultation I was allowed to attend. My oral comments,
which I understand were recorded both electronically and via notes taken by Nominet staff members should be
deemed included herein by reference. For avoidance of doubt I also consent to the full release of my prior oral
comments as well as those provided herein in writing.
Although I would have attended, and had signed up to attend, the BCS sponsored round-table, I was told at the
perverbial last minute (Friday at 4PM when the event was on Monday and I had already booked travel and in fact
left Barcelona to travel to for London) that I was not able to attend.
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5. Registration process for
registering second level
domains
We believe that validated address information and a UK
address for service would promote a higher degree of
consumer confidence as well as ensure that we are in
a better position to enforce the terms of our Registrant
Contract. We propose that registrant contact details of
registrations in the second level would be validated and
verified and we would also make this an option available in
the third levels that we manage.
5.a Please tell us whether you agree or disagree with the proposed registration requirements we have outlined, and your
reasons why. In particular, we welcome views on whether the requirements represent a fair, simple, practical, approach that
would help achieve our objective of enhancing trust in the registration process and the data on record.

I do NOT agree. The validation process proposed is not validation of anything. All that is required is a UK
mailing address. Nominet staff have admitted during the consultation process that this UK address need not be
linked to a business or residential address for the registrant and in fact may include an attorney's office or other
similar "mail-drop".
1. No Enforcement Benefit. Nominet staff have mentioned during consultations that other "databases" would be
consulted but provided no information relative to the nature of such cross-verification. Given there is no
restriction as to the registrant's actual location, such a cross-reference would presumably only cover the physical
address provided. As such, it would confirm only that mail is in fact delivered to such an address.
Requiring a UK mailing address would not aid in enforcement of the Registrant Agreement (RA). The RA is a
tri-party agreement between Nominet, the registrar and registrant. The law governing the RA can be stated in the
RA and is independent of the UK mailing address provided. Admission to exclusive jurisdiction - so that all
disputes can be resolved by UK courts - can also be stated in the RA such that the Registrant both consents to
such jurisdiction and waives any right to object to either UK jurisdiction or venue in London (or such other venue
as determined in the RA). Service of process can also be provided for in the RA with service of process agreed
to be via mail (to any address) and/or via email or publication in the local newspaper. Service of process is not
aided by use of the UK mailing address as there is no verification that anyone of a competent age (or with
requisite agency authority) is present at such address. No benefit will be derived by law enforcement either.
2. Consumer Fraud. Nominet seems keen to promote a degree of security and confidence to the public. Not
only will the planned fail to provide security or confidence, it would amount to consumer fraud in that consumers
would be led to beleive added security existed where no added security in fact existed.
3. No Evidence That Security Is Needed. Nominet has presented no evidence of substantial security or
consumer confidence issues with existing 3rd level domain names. While various issues have been mentioned,
such as child-abuse and physhing, there has been no quantitative evidence (or study) presented to indicate that
this is a substantive or otherwise meaningful issue. No part of the Nominet proposal is designed to satisfy any of
the concerns in this regard. The proposal will not prevent child-abusive websites or physhing expeditions using
new 2nd level domain names.
4. Conflict with Existing 3rd Level Domains. By falsely presenting the "new" 2nd level as more secure, Nominet
would be denegrating the perceived security and confidence of long-existing 3rd level domain names. If Nominet
is successful in its promotion, the public will logically perceive 3rd level domain names as risky and unprotected.
5. Greater Security Risks. The new 2nd level domains will present a higher risk to consumers.
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(a) Name Colision. Consumers will not understand or appreciate the distinction between co.uk and .uk, for
example, Many consumers will enter the shorter .uk and not arrive at their intended destination. Search engines
already present suggestions to toolbar entries. This will exacerbate the problem. Someone trying to reach
"xyzbank.co.uk" will end up at "xyzbank.uk" and may well be at risk.
(b) Email Errors. A significant risk will occur in the misdirection of emails. It is a simple error to enter
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6. Release process for the
launch of second level domain
registration
The release process prioritises existing .uk registrations in
the current space by offering a six month window where
registrants could exercise a right of first refusal. We believe
this approach would be, the most equitable way to release
registrations at the second level. Where a domain string
is not registered at the third level it would be available for
registration on a first come, first served basis at the start of
the six month period or at the end of this process, if the right
of first refusal has not been taken up.
6.a Please tell us your views on the methodology we have proposed for the potential release of second level domains. We
would be particularly interested in your suggestions as to whether this could be done in a fairer, more practical or more costeffective way.

The methodolgy of release is flawed. The apparent process grants a priority right to the holders of the oldest
registration among the 3rd level domains. This negates the economic importance of .co.uk and leads to conflicts
wherein holders of well-known .co.uk domain nmes will NOT receive a priority right to register the corresponding
2nd level domain name. Many examples have been provided to Nominet during consultations. Further, awarding
priority in the suggested manner would substantially harm those who recently acquired 1 & 2-letter .co.uk
domains in a highly promoted auction in which Nominet promoted registration of such .co.uk domains and the
.co.uk extension as "THE place to be." Nominet intentionally planned its auctions of 1-2-letter domain names in
the various 3rd level extensions so as to 1st auction the less desirable domain names. This had the obvious
effect of allowing Nominet (who had never run an auction before) to "practice" and ensure that its auction
mechaisms functioned properly. The last auction was of the .co.uk domains. This generated many millions of
pounds in revenues reflecting the obvious value of the .co.uk domains being auctioned.
Under the suggested method of preferential allocation, many if not most of the valuable 1 & 2-letter .co.uk domain
registrants (who again paid substantial sums at the auction following Nominet's marketing efforts) will lose any
right to register the corresponding 2nd level domain name.
Further, in many cases, the most valuable 2nd level domain will be awarded to a non-commercial domain entirely
lacking in any economic value.
In some instances, valuable domains will be awarded to the holders of unknown extensions such as .ltd.uk and
others in which Nominet had issued 1 & 2-letter domain names at base registrant rates - without any auction or
payment of a premium by the registrant.
By the most valuable domains yet to be offerred by Nominet, Nominet is upsetting the long-existing market
structure and unfairly punishing those who (having taken Nominet at its word) heavily invested in "THE place to
be", benefiting Nominet and its related trust by millions of pounds.
The matter is componded by the fact that (a) Nominet has not undertaken any market research or similar study to
determine the impact of its actions or the cost to the public and business - particularly SMEs, and (b) Nominet
incorrectly views the 2nd level release as the offering of a "new" and different product from existing 3rd level
domain names.
The "study" undertaken by Nominet was neither professional nor authoritative. In reality it consists of informal
inquiries - largely to registrars who would benefit substantially. Nominet has failed to release any aspect of its
study other than relative percentages of those "generally" in favor. Absent the underlying study, such
percentages are meaningless because of bias in the underlying questions, participant pool, etc. No informatn as
to standard deviation or other statistical testing measures have been released. Nominet was strongly advised in
the 1st Consultation to undertake such a study. I have been told directly by Mr. Grace - a Nominet director - that
to date no study has been undertaken and that the push for the 2nd level extension is based upon a "gut" feeling
by the board that having a 2nd level domain on offer is important to NOMINET's public reputation.
The release of the 2nd level will require companies and investors to migrate to the 2nd level domains. This will
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6.b Are there any categories of domain names already currently registered which should be released differently, e.g. domains
registered on the same day, pre-Nominet domains (where the first registration date may not be identified with certainty) and
domains released in the 2011 short domains project?

Priority should be granted to the holders of .co.uk. This is for the reasons already stated. In addition to the
reasons already stated, it should be recognized that Nominet has previously expressed its intention and desire
that the new 2nd level domain extension be seen as a business tool. Such prior statements would be
contradicted by a method granting, for example, xyx.uk name to the holder of xyz.org.uk or xyz.me.uk.
Trademark collissions are best left to the existing DRS system which has years of experience in dealing with
abusive registrations.
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6.c We recognise that some businesses and consumers will want to consider carefully whether to take on any potential
additional costs in relation to registering a second level domain. Therefore we are seeking views on:
• Whether the registrant of a third level domain who registers the equivalent second level should receive a discount on the
second level registration fee;
• Developing a discount structure for registrants of multiple second-level .uk domains;
• Offering registrants with a right of first refusal the option to reserve (for a reduced fee) the equivalent second level name for
a period of time, during which the name would be registered but not delegated.
Please tell us your views on these options, or whether there are any other steps we could take to minimise the financial impact
on existing registrants who would wish to exercise their right of first refusal and register at the second level.

1. 2nd Level domain registrations should be provided automatically and FREE OF CHARGE to existing .Co.UK
registrants. This properly recognizes the fact that the new 2nd level domain is NOT a new product but rather a
migration from one commercial extension to another (from .co.uk to .uk).
Nominet has claimed that the 2nd level extension will be a "new" product. However, it has presented no evidence
to substantiate its assertion. Other extensions that have moved to the 2nd level have provided existing .co.uk
registrants with the corresponding right or the actual domain name in the 2nd level. A review of the registration
data of such registries shows that substantally all of the 2nd level domain holders also hold the corresponding
commercial extension at the 3rd level.
Any subsequent differentiation of extension levels should be left to the market to determine. If a differentiation is
created over time, the registrants themselves should create it - over time. This permits the holder of the most
valuable extension (the .co.uk and as a result the .uk) to release .co.uk domains into the market subject to
restrictions or other conditions to avoid name collission and other conflicts. Nominet should not attempt to force a
distiction in product when none is shown to exist.
Nominet is a non-profit entity purportedly run by its members. It is uncharacteristic of such an entity to essentially
demand a tax or toll payment from registrants in order to fund any function other than the operation of the
registry. Registrants are not able to avoid such a tax or toll because Nominet is the only source of registratino for
domain names within the .uk extension.
Nominet should be more interested in meeting the needs of its members and less interested in expanding its own
universe. Universe expansion is not within Nominet's existing mandate. Any expansion should be driven by
member consent and a formal voting mechanism.
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7. Reserved and protected
names
We propose to restrict the registration of <.uk.uk> and
<.com.uk> in the second level to reflect the very limited
restrictions currently in force in the second level registries
administered by Nominet. In addition, we would propose
to reserve for those bodies granted an exemption through
the Government’s Digital Transformation programme,
the matching domain string of their .gov.uk domain in the
second level.
7.a Please give us your views on whether our proposed approach strikes an appropriate balance between protecting
internet users in the UK and the expectations of our stakeholders regarding domain name registration. Can you foresee any
unintended complications arising from the policy we have proposed?

This is an improper attempt to placate governmental or quasi governmental organizations which is unfounded. It
will result in the "taking" of a valuable right held by private industry and award it to an entity that has other
avenues. For example, .org.uk. There is no reason to mix the desires of these agencies with the commercial
aspects of .uk.
Such a process results in name-collission and public confusion. How is the public to treat "independent.uk" when
each day they read a newspaper by that name but have verly little interaction with a quasi governmental
organization by the same name?
Assuming that .gov.uk is simply no longer available to such entities, Nominet, as the registry is free to create any
other extension that will meet the needs of a small group without adversely impacting the public or the holders of
prior commercial rights. For example, .public.uk could be created to serve those agencies not affiliated with the
UK government but offering services to the public of a quasi-governmental nature.
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8. General views

8.a Are there any other points you would like to raise in relation to the proposal to allow second level domain registration?

This is a bad idea. During the 1st consultation, Nominet was regularly asked to present its business case for the
proposition of offering a new 2nd level extension. Numerous requests were made for an economic study to
assess the benefits and detriments of the program. While benefits could include an overall expansion of internet
activities in the UK, no supporting evidence has been presented. There is no indication that any correlation exists
between the offering of the 2nd level extension and any increased internet activities. There is no reason why the
growth could not occur from other extensions which have relevance to the companies creating such growth or the
consumer demand which may fuel it. For example, the existence of the new gTLD extensions will offer
businesses the opportunity to offer services through targetted domains. Keating.law or domains.law are both
domain names that immediately inform the public immediately as to the nature of the business. The same is not
the case for keating.UK or Domains.UK. Again, this is a situation in which Nominet is imposing substantial risk
and cost upon the public and private sectors without a single piece of evidence supporting any corresponding
benefit.
There has been no study of the potential costs or risk impact to business owners. No thought has been placed
on the cost of altering marketing materials (from trucks to store windows to stationary or business cards). There
has been no thought placed on the cost of online marketing issues created such as SEO development, website
restructuring, search engine issues or the like.
I have been told by Mr. Grace (a Nominet director) that the program is being driven by the non-executive board
members. Mr. Grace has confirmed that no business plan or case study has been produced - other than a
potential revenue stream study which benefits only Nominet. Given that the top customers of Nominet are
non-executive directors, how many other non-interested directors have actually supported this program? Those
same top customers - represented on the board - will benefit substantially by the revenues provided by the 2nd
level program. And, the revenues will be pure profit given that the marginal costs of offering another extension is
minimal
or non-existent.
same
registrars
aretoalready
benefiting substantially by the material change in the
8.b
Are there
any points you These
would like
to raise
in relation
this consultation?
manner in which expired domain names are re-offered to the public. They are able to retain (for their own
personal use) those they desire and offer the rest to the public via auction at level well in excess of registration
As an active participant in the V1 consultation and having attended one (1) event connected to the V2 proposal, I
costs. Under current methods, expired domains are offered to the public at normal registration fees.
am struck by the overall feeling of amimosity generated by Nominet and its staff. The feeling one is left with is
that Nominet started out being defensive in its approach. However, as V2 progressed, it is apparent to me that
During the 1st consultation, Nominet was also advised that by promoting any 2nd level as being "more" secure, it
Nominet has become almost hostile in its approach. It has appeared to limit the consultation process while at the
was materially harming the registrants at the 3rd level. With a "new and improved, more secure" 2nd level, the
same time refusing to release information underlying its assumptions and its various positions. The overall
obvious conclusion is that the long-existing 3rd level is "less" secure (or even worse - not secure). There has
impact is that Nominet gives the appearence of insisting on pursuing this matter at virtually all costs and without
been no imperical evidence that any substantial problems exist at the 3rd level or that if they do exist they are not
truly listening to the comments being received.
remedied (or capable of being remedied) using existing legal process.
For example, instead of holding off on presenting a new version of the proposal, Nominet and its members would
In response to such comments, Nominet has simply continued to barge ahead with v2. No time was spend to
have been better served by an independent study on the benefits and detriments of the program. This would
address the concerns raised (other than perhaps to remove the most rediculous of the proposals). The current
have generated imperical data which could then have formed the underlying foundation of approach. Instead,
proposal fails to address the most important concerns - all of which are real and material in nature.
Nominet desires to move forward ignoring the absence of study as to risks/rewards - sending the message that
such matters are simply not important.
Where is the business case study? Why has it not been completed?
What is the impact on UK business?
Met with such an approach, it is entirely reasonable that those participating are largely adverse to the proposal
Why has Nominet not retained outside expertise to assess the issue of the 2nd level?
and suspicious as to Nominet's true intentions in continuing to push the project. In light of the comments by
Why has Nominet not consulted with other extensions having gone through a similar process?
Director Grace (that it is being pushed by non-executive directors and that they are doing so without a business
study based on a presumption that it is needed for Nominet to remain relevant in the face of the new gTLD
Why has Nominet limited its consultation process? It has conducted the consultation in a manner in which its
launch), the continued refusal of Nominet to address the foundational motivations underlying Nominet's desire to
transparency (and Nominet's desire for transparancy) have been reasonably called into question.
further the proposal. The fact that the non-executive board members - as a group - include those most likely to
profit from the proposal - such concerns are only heightened.
Nominet has failed to advise its own registrants of the consultation. It claims that to notify them would be in
conflict with the legal prohibitions against spam. Despite many requests, Nominet has neither provided a copy of
With such a background, Nominet's recent actions relative to the BCS event spoke volumes and cast Nominet as
its legal reasoning in this regard or identified the solicitor who provided it. I have myself reveiwed the relevant law
a passive-aggressive entity seemingly afraid of criticism and an entity which went out of its way to brand those
and cannot see how communicating with the registrants as concerns a matter touching on their rights as a
refused entry as trouble-makers when in fact the opposite is the case - I know as I was there and I am informed
registrant would violate any rule, regulation or court opinion. I have further solicited the opinions of several
that the entire situation surounding the refusal to allow entrance was recorded. Both I and Mr. Wild were not
solicitors and barristers I respect. They cannot comprehend Nominet's stated position.
distruptive. In fact, we were the ones who suggested that any conversation be conducted away from the
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